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ABSTRACT 

Different disciplines have been preparing their students for professional practice for centuries but examining 

in detail how this is actually undertaken is relatively new. In human services and community work, this has 

been a particular challenge for human services/community work as an academic profession is still emerging. 

As a result, there has been a dearth of literature on appropriate discipline pedagogies (Pavelová 2014) for this 

profession. Signature pedagogies are considered important in the scholarship of teaching and learning as 

according to Shulman (2005) they implicitly define what counts as knowledge in the field and how things 

become known This paper presents for debate the importance of creating a signature pedagogy for the 

profession. It calls upon Shulman’s work in signature pedagogies, examining how his three dimensions: surface 

structure (operational strategies for teaching and learning); deep structure (the assumptions underlying how 

knowledge should be taught); and implicit structure (the focus on the professional values and attitudes) could 

be applied to create a signature pedagogy for the profession. It also acknowledges the work of Gurung, Chick, 

and Haynie (2009) who noted the need for an emerging academic discipline, like human services/community 

work, to create a pedagogy to enable its students to understand and practice disciplinary ways of thinking or 

habits of mind, in ethical, moral, and/or professionally prescribed ways. In attempting to answer how the 

human services/community work profession can apply Shulman’s work to create a distinctive signature 

pedagogy for the profession, the paper presents two frameworks for further research and debate. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Different disciplines have set about preparing their students for professional practice for centuries but examining 

in detail how this is actually undertaken is relatively new. In the field of human services and community work, 

this has been a particular challenge for human services/community work as an academic profession is still 

emerging. As a result, there has been a dearth of literature on appropriate discipline pedagogies (Pavelová 2014) 

for the human services/community work profession. However, considerable work has been undertaken on 

signature pedagogies in other professions namely in education, medicine, health, engineering, nursing, the 

liberal arts and social work (Chick, Haynie & Gurung 2012) but what can we learn from these?   

This paper explores creating a signature pedagogy for human services/community work and presents the 

challenges the profession will need to reflect upon to undertake such development to shape the culture and 

character of practice for practitioners. It can be argued, as an emerging academic profession, it will be in the 

profession’s best interest to position human services/community work education at the forefront of innovation 

in this space. The paper concludes with a potential way forward for the profession presenting two frameworks 

for debate and comment on the development of what a signature pedagogy might look like for the human 

services/community work profession. The paper calls upon the work of Shulman (2005a, 2005b) to guide this 

discussion. 

 

WHAT DOES A SIGNATURE PEDAGOGY LOOK LIKE? 

Shulman (2005a, 2005b) questioned how educators translate knowledge into teaching practice to prepare future 

practitioners. He was particularly interested in how connections were being made between teaching and 

learning, and practice. Shulman (2005a) proposed that such connections could be examined through the creation 

of a signature pedagogy that is, the ‘types of teaching that organize the fundamental ways in which future 

practitioners are educated for their new professions’ (2005a, p.52). The Carnegie Foundation for the 

Advancement of Teaching undertook further research to try to understand how certain professions educate their 

members in applying the knowledge they have learnt to their field but this was focused in medicine, teaching, 

law, nursing and engineering. Signature pedagogies are considered important in the Scholarship of Teaching 

and Learning and according to Shulman, they possess distinctive features: they are pervasive, routine, habitual, 

and they make students deeply engaged in their learning (2005b, p. 22). For Shulman signature pedagogy: 

…implicitly define what counts as knowledge in the field and how things become known. They define 

how knowledge is analysed, criticized, accepted, or discarded. They define the functions or expertise in 

a field, the locus of authority, and the privileges of rank and understanding. (2005a, p.54).  

Shulman argues there are three overlapping and critical skills that underpin a practitioner’s competence: to 

think, to perform, and to act with integrity (2005a, p. 52) but he noted that across a discipline’s curriculum these 

are not always provided with the same attention. He stated that even though ‘professionals must learn abundant 

amounts of theory and learn vast bodies of knowledge … [to think] in order to act, they must also act in order 

to serve’ (2005a, p. 53). This recognised the importance of performance and what it means to ‘perform’. To 

create a link between the knowledge that is taught (thinking) and applying that knowledge in the profession 

(performing) requires the practitioner to call upon their ethical, moral, and social learnings, that is to ‘act with 

integrity’. For this to occur one could argue that all three critical skills need to be supported by institutions and 

educators, given adequate resourcing and be acknowledged equally in the curriculum. It is these skills, argues 

Shulman, which shape the practitioner’s actions and provide them with an understanding of the values and 

cultural contexts of their profession.   
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WHAT MAKES A PEDAGOGY UNIQUE TO A PROFESSION, WHAT IS ITS SIGNATURE?  

Shulman postulates that the professions are a starting point for building a signature pedagogy noting that a key 

feature is how students are instructed in a particular discipline to build their understanding of that profession. 

For human services and community work this is our challenge, to clearly articulate: 

1. What makes our profession unique?  

2. What are the central forms of instruction that prepare practitioners for future practice in our 

profession?  

To explore these questions, an exploration of Shulman’s (2005a, pp. 54-55) dimensions of a signature pedagogy; 

surface structure (operational strategies for teaching and learning); deep structure (the assumptions underlying 

how knowledge should be taught); and implicit structure (focus on the professional values and attitudes), could 

prove useful. Shulman’s work (2005a, 2005b) is largely focused on learning that happens in a face-to-face 

classroom, but many academic programs in our field are being taught both face-to-face and online through 

platforms such as Blackboard and Adobe Connect. However, Shulman did make note, when presenting some 

of the challenges for signature pedagogies, of the need for change in the professions to encompass ‘new 

technologies of teaching via the Internet; Web-based information seeking; computer-mediated dialogues … all 

create an opportunity for re-examining the fundamental signatures we have so long taken for granted’ (2005a, 

p. 59). So, the question that needs to be asked is whether educators delivering online programs use equivalent 

strategies, as in the face to face mode, in the delivery of knowledge and to guide the online students through the 

learning process. This may be an opportunity for the emerging academic human services/community work 

profession to address as, Eaton et al. (2017) noted, a gap in the literature that addresses how signature pedagogies 

can apply to online learning.  

Surface structure refers to ‘concrete, operational acts of teaching and learning, of showing and demonstrating, 

of questioning and answering, of interacting and withholding, of approaching and withdrawing’ (Shulman, 

2005a, pp. 54-55). This relates to knowledge and learning that is imparted by the educator in the classroom, 

where the discussion is centred on understanding the body of knowledge required for a practitioner to be 

competent in the field. It is about how educators approach the delivery of knowledge, whether it be through 

lectures, seminars, tutorials, group work, observations, and/or case studies, in ways that scaffold the student’s 

learning of knowledge.  

Deep structure refers to ‘a set of assumptions about how best to impart a certain body of knowledge and know-

how’ (Shulman, 2005a, p.55). It is thus argued that to think like a human service/community worker, exploration 

of knowledge and skills are best undertaken through interactive sessions between the educator and the student. 

However, according to Moore et al. (2011) in order to arrive at deep structure learning, the educator’s presence 

in some form is critical as it provides a foundation upon which learning is facilitated. Edmond and Lock (2008) 

suggest that case-based learning and inquiry-based learning promote the deep structures of problem solving, 

higher order thinking and collaboration among students. 

Implicit structure refers to ‘a moral dimension that comprises a set of beliefs about the professional attitudes, 

values, and dispositions’ (Shulman 2005a, p. 55). For the human service/community work practitioner this 

focuses on dimensions of social justice, equity and what it means to be human in our society. It can be argued 

that implicit structures are the most complex elements of a signature pedagogy to disentangle because they 

involve what Shulman refers to as, the ‘hidden curriculum’ (2005, p. 55) with educators reflecting on the 

knowledge they are imparting whilst also reflecting on the processes of learning as they engage with the 

material. Discussions about what is ethical or acceptable behaviours in classroom-based learning or in practice, 
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for example, touch upon the implicit structures in learning but in on line learning the implicit structures need to 

be embedded and explicit elements of learning (Eaton et al. 2017).  

This paper has presented how surface, deep and implicit structures build a signature pedagogy according to 

Shulman’s (2005a) model but he argues a signature can also be characterised by ‘what it is not – by the way it 

is shaped by what it does not impart or exemplify. That missing component he suggests is often the pedagogy 

of practice and performance’ (2005a, p. 55). For human services/community work, there is a requirement to 

undertake field education in the field of 400 hours within an academic course but is there a symbiotic 

relationship between the theory provided and the practice undertaken? Is it sufficient to meet the requirements 

of a signature pedagogy integrating practitioner knowledge, performative action, and awareness that emphasises 

the development of the professional self as suggested by Earls, Larrison and Korr (2013, p. 194)? 

To explore this further, Shulman refers to three typical temporal patterns that need to be present in a signature 

pedagogy:  

 ‘the pervasive initial pedagogy that frames and prefigures professional preparation …’,   

 ‘the pervasive capstone apprenticeships’, and  

 ‘the sequenced and balanced portfolio of academic study, tutorials, casework practice and received 

knowledge orientated courses’ (2005a, p.55). 

Cornell-Swanson (2012, p. 207) recommends a signature pedagogy should be comprehensive and combine all 

three of the temporal patterns that define what counts in the profession. This recommendation is supported by 

Earls, Larrison and Korr (2013) who suggested many signature pedagogies that focused on the pedagogy of 

practice and performance, as the professions signature pedagogy, did not meet Shulman’s criteria. This literature 

provides the human service/community work profession with direction when creating its own distinct signature 

pedagogy. 

 

A POTENTIAL WAY FORWARD FOR THE PROFESSION TO CONSIDER  

How can Shulman’s dimensions of surface structure, deep structure, and implicit structure, along with a 

pedagogy of practice and performance be met that would demonstrate the uniqueness of the human 

services/community work signature pedagogy? This appears challenging, noting Shulman’s comment that 

‘pedagogies that bridge theory and practice are never simple’ (2005a, p. 56). 

I return to the questions posed earlier to guide this next discussion. I present these questions for debate in the 

profession as there is a dearth of literature to call upon on how they might be answered. Thus, it is noted each 

of the questions have raised further questions to be researched and explored. 

 

WHAT MAKES OUR PROFESSION UNIQUE, TO THINK, PERFORM AND ACT LIKE A HUMAN 

SERVICES/COMMUNITY WORKER? 

As we are an emerging academic profession, we are in a unique position to distinguish ourselves from other 

allied professions. Our closest profession might be identified as social work which has provided a plethora of 

literature on what makes a signature pedagogy of social work (Boitel & Fromm 2014; Cornell-Swanson 2012; 

Earls Larrison & Korr 2013; Holden et al. 2011; Wayne, Bogo & Raskin 2010; Lynch, Bengtsson, & Hollertz, 

2019), from which our profession can call upon to create our own signature pedagogy.    
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To create a signature pedagogy, the uniqueness of the profession needs to be identified but that requires a 

recognition of the characteristics of uniqueness. Australian Community Workers Association currently defines 

(but is under review) community work as:  

A person who has the knowledge, skills and values to work with individuals, families, social groups or 

communities to promote or restore social functioning. Community workers advocate for the rights of 

individuals and communities and work to address systemic barriers that prevent the social and economic 

inclusion of all citizens. Promoting social justice and maximising human potential are cornerstones of 

community work. (ACWA 2019).  

This definition is linked to the current Code of Ethics, and Practice Guidelines for community workers (ACWA 

2019). 

Taylor suggests community work encompasses: 

 A commitment to empowerment to ensure that people have opportunities to make choices about the 

actions they would like to take and have the ability to have those choices implemented.  

 A commitment to social inclusion so that all individuals and groups are able to participate fully in and 

befit from the social, economic, and political activity of society as a whole.  

 A commitment to advancing human rights recognising the inherent value of each person, regardless of 

background, where we live, what we look like, or what we think or believe.  

 A commitment to social justice in terms of the distribution of wealth, opportunities, and privileges 

within a society.  

 A commitment to collective action or advocacy or the intrinsic importance of people working together 

to address common problems or issues. (2015, p. 5). 

Popple argues that ‘despite the significant societal changes and assaults on the principles and practice of 

community work, the activity has remained true to its roots in questioning and, where necessary, challenging 

the power of the powerful as well as offering an alternative vision for now and the future’ (2015, p. 1). 

Returning to the question: what makes this profession unique to think, perform and act like a human 

services/community worker, it could be suggested from the above that the focus for community work 

is on the collective rather than the individual. Is this the characteristic what makes us unique and 

different from other similar professions? 

 

WHAT ARE THE CENTRAL FORMS OF INSTRUCTION THAT PREPARE PRACTITIONERS FOR FUTURE 

PRACTICE IN OUR PROFESSION? 

Currently academic teaching and learning is delivered in both the face to face and online modes, as discussed 

earlier. Within these modes of delivery, is Shulman’s overlapping and critical skills to think, perform, and act 

with integrity provided the same attention across the curriculum? Are Shulman’s dimensions of a signature 

pedagogy (surface structure, deep structure, and implicit structure) interlinked across teaching and learning? 

Where is field education in this discussion? Perhaps we can call upon the literature currently being debated in 

the social work profession around the notion of field education as the signature pedagogy of social work (Earls, 

Larrison & Korr 2013; Egan et al. 2018; Ledger et al. 2017; Wayne et al. 2013) which questions both this notion 

and the lack of research to assert this claim, to guide our thinking. 
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In summary, it can be suggested that the human services/community work profession has elements of Shulman’s 

temporal factors: a pervasive initial pedagogy that frames and prefigures professional preparation; the pervasive 

capstone apprenticeships; and the sequenced and balanced portfolio of academic study, tutorials, casework 

practice and received knowledge orientated courses, but how well these are integrated to create a signature 

pedagogy for the human services/community work profession requires further research beyond this paper. 

This article presents that we as a profession can take a number of pathways to develop our own signature 

pedagogy and two frameworks are presented for consideration, debate and further research. Model A presents 

a framework for developing a distinct signature pedagogy for the human services/community work profession. 

This framework adopts Earls Larrison and Korr (2103) approach in suggesting a signature pedagogy, as 

Shulman developed, is grounded in teaching and learning that focuses on preparing practitioners for their 

profession through scaffolded learning with a balance between curriculum and field content. The framework 

also adopts Cornell-Swanson (2012) work in suggesting that teaching and learning needs to occur across the 

curriculum – including both classroom and field education and be inherent in all aspects of human 

services/community work education. Thus, although field education is a critical element in thinking, performing 

and acting with integrity, it needs to be preceded by preparatory teaching of theoretical constructs, practical 

skills sets, and ethical codes of conduct (Cornell-Swanson 2012, p. 207). 

 

 

Model A: Framework for developing a distinct signature pedagogy, Banham (2019) 

Model B presents a framework for developing field education as the distinct signature pedagogy. This 

framework adopts the concept presented by Egan et al. (2018) who concluded from their research that field 

education itself can be seen as a distinctive pedagogy. This model presents challenges as although there is 

evidence in the literature that field education is important enough to be a profession’s signature pedagogy 

(Holden et al. 2011), there is limited research (Cornell-Swanson 2012; Wayne et al. 2010) on its efficacy to 

quantify this assertion. However, it does provide the opportunity for the profession to better understand the 
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principles of its field education, review its principles of practice and the relationship of educational practice 

guidelines to field experience, and consider all the practical challenges in implementation (Boitel & Fromm 

2104). 

 

Model B: Framework for developing a field education distinct signature pedagogy, Banham (2019) 

For any framework developed by the profession, Chick et al (2012) acknowledges there will always be an 

ongoing tension between generic teaching practices, pedagogical content knowledge, and application of 

knowledge to the profession. Shulman (2005a) suggested that educators in academic courses need to re-examine 

how and what they teach to ensure the students are work- ready. For Middendorf & Pace (2004) this appears to 

be a good starting point for the educators and professions to examine pedagogical content knowledge. Chick et 

al (2012) noted that any signature pedagogy in a profession can change and morph over time as the field changes 

and practitioners in the profession amend and reflect on their values. Thus, any signature pedagogy must be 

open to change of not only the knowledge to be learnt but the core values of the profession. 

 

SOME OF THE CHALLENGES FOR THE PROFESSION 

For an emerging profession interpreting Shulman’s work in creating a signature pedagogy for the profession 

can be a challenge. Does the profession take on board Earls Larrison and Korr’s (2013) argument that a signature 

pedagogy goes beyond field education and recognise that student learning occurs in the classroom in order to 

impart the knowledge and skills and socialisation into the profession? Or does the profession work towards 

developing fieldwork education as the signature pedagogy as suggested by Egan et al. (2018), accepting the 

Holden et al. (2011) argument that although field education has historically been acknowledged as important 

enough to be called a signature pedagogy there is little empirical evidence to support such a stance.  
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As the human services/community work is an emerging academic profession, having the profession 

acknowledged within educational institutions and provided with adequate resourcing and expertise to support it 

as a profession, is a challenge. Field education in academic social work programs was reviewed by Raskin, 

Skolnik & Wayne (1991). Their findings identified similar issues the human services/community work 

programs experience today. For instance, issues such as the level of skills and knowledge of practitioners in the 

field supervising students; access to suitable agencies in which students can undertake a placement; and, support, 

resources and recognition provided to those supervising students. 

Even with these challenges, to create a distinctive signature pedagogy for the human service/community work 

profession presents an opportunity for another chapter in the development of the profession. Even though further 

research and debate is required, it can call upon the current debates in the literature, ground its framework in 

the Code of Ethics and Practice Guidelines (ACWA 2017), and work with academic institutions to identify what 

makes this profession distinct. Further research in undertaking current curriculum practice within Australia and 

internationally, and how it aligns to the principles of a signature pedagogy, would also contribute to the 

development of a framework for the profession. To conclude with the final word from Shulman (2005b)  

…a true professional does not merely practice: he or she performs with a sense of personal and social 

responsibility. In the work of a professional, the performance of practice must not only be skilled and 

theoretically grounded; they must be characterized by integrity, by a commitment to responsible, ethical 

service. (2005b, p. 18) 
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